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a b s t r a c t

In this paper we present a novel technique for predicting the tastes of users in recommender systems

based on collaborative filtering. Our technique is based on factorizing the rating matrix into two non

negative matrices whose components lie within the range [0, 1] with an understandable probabilistic

meaning. Thanks to this decomposition we can accurately predict the ratings of users, find out some

groups of users with the same tastes, as well as justify and understand the recommendations our tech-

nique provides.

© 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Recommender systems are systems able to provide personal-

ized recommendations to users [22]. Recommender Systems have

been used in different domains, such as music [23], television [24],

books [25], e-learning [26] or e-commerce [27]. However, most re-

search papers have focused on movie recommendations.

Recommender systems are usually classified into two main cat-

egories according to the input of these systems:

• Based on contents. Recommender systems of this kind require

that the items are described by means of some features or

a verbal description [2,4]. Besides, such recommender systems

need that users inform about their preferences of the kind of

items they like. This can be implicitly obtained by observing

the kind of items users consume.

• Based on collaborative filtering. Such recommender systems use

a rating matrix M in which each user u provides information

about how much he likes some items (see Tables 1 and 9 for

examples of rating matrices). The recommender system does

not use information about features of users or of the items. In

this way, recommender systems of this kind detect the taste of

users through the ratings users have already made. In this pa-

per we will focus on Recommender Systems based on collabo-

rative filtering.
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Recommender systems based on collaborative filtering can be

classified on behalf of the kind of algorithm they use to predict

the tastes of users.

• Based on Memory. Memory-based recommender systems basi-

cally use the K-Nearest Neighbor algorithm (K-NN algorithm)

for predicting the tastes of users. These recommender systems

involve very interesting features:

• The algorithm is very intuitive, since it is based on the fol-

lowing idea: in order to recommend items to user u, the al-

gorithm finds out the users with tastes similar to those of u,

called the neighbors of u, and recommends the user u those

items that some of these neighbors of u have already rated

highly. Because of the intuitiveness of the algorithm, such

recommender system are able to explain the recommenda-

tions they provide [17]. Indeed, the following property holds

in the K-NN algorithm:

Proposition 1. If the recommender system predicts that a user u

will like the item i, then there are some users with the same taste

as u who have very positively rated the item i.

• The quality of the predictions and recommendations can be

quite good, provided that a suitable similarity function is

used to measure how similar two users are on behalf of

their tastes. Besides, we can measure the reliability of the

predictions and recommendations [16].

Nevertheless, a major drawback of memory-based recom-

mender systems is that the they do not use a scalable algorithm

for predicting and recommending items. Therefore, these rec-

ommender systems are not suitable when dealing with a great
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Table 1

First example of rating matrix.

number of items and users. In order to avoid this important

drawback, we will here focus on model-based recommender

systems.

• Based on models. Model-based recommender systems are

based on the idea of using a model to predict the ratings that

users make. Since such recommender systems involve scalable

algorithms for recommending, they are very advisable when us-

ing large recommender systems with a great number of users

or items. These recommender systems require a learning phase

for finding out the user and item matrices before the recom-

mender system starts. However, a model-based recommender

system can predict the ratings of users very quickly, once the

learning phase is finished.

Among all models proposed, those providing better accuracy in

the predictions are the one based on factoring the rating matrix

into two matrices [6]: one related to items and another one re-

lated to users. This factorization technique is based on the idea

of finding out unknown K latent factors that allow to predict

the ratings of users by solving an optimization problem (the

learning phase). Once the optimization problem is solved (the

learning phase is through), each user u and each item i are re-

spectively associated to vectors of K components �au and �bi that

are used to predict, pu, i, the rating that user u would make on

item i:

pu,i = �au · �bi

Besides, this factorization technique provides significant im-

provement of the quality of predictions and recommendations

over the ones based on memory.

The paper [5] gives an interpretation of the optimization prob-

lem posed during the learning phase in probabilistic terms:

they consider that vectors �au, �bi and the ratings ru, i follow a

Gaussian distribution. However, the components of vectors �au,
�bi are still very hard to understand: since their components

can take arbitrary (even negative) values, they do not have

any straightforward probabilistic interpretation. More sophisti-

cated versions of this model have been proposed considering

bias of user and items, and making use of information about

the users’ preferences [6]. However, all these models also suf-

fer from an important drawback: they cannot justify the predic-

tions the models make since the components of vectors �au, �bi

are hard to understand. Besides, this technique does not fulfill

Proposition 1 (we will see some examples of this in Section 3).

Recently, [19] deals with a new probabilistic model based on

the Poisson distribution, of interest for recommender systems

with other kinds of input: in these, instead of considering that

the input is a rating matrix where each user explicitly evaluates

some items, a matrix is considered indicating how many times

each user has consumed each item (without indicating whether

users liked the item or not). In this model, vectors �au and �bi

are more easily understandable, since they only take positive

values. However, since this model is not suitably designed for a

rating matrix as input (here the input is a matrix of consumed

items), the resulting recommender systems do not provide good

predictions about the ratings of users (according to MAE).

In our paper we will present a novel technique for factoring the

rating matrix, preserving the advantages of the classical factoriza-

tion technique:

• Just like in classical matrix factorization, we also consider the

existence of K latent factors explaining the ratings that users

make. In this way, we associate a K dimensional vector �au =
(au,1, . . . , au,K ) for each user u and a K dimensional vector �bi =
(b1,i, . . . , bK,i) for each item i. However, as we will see next, the

components of these vectors in our model present significant

advantages over the ones in the classical matrix factorization:

• Since we present a model for making predictions, our technique

is completely scalable.

• Our model provides good quality of predictions and recommen-

dations. Indeed, as we will see, according to our results, the

quality of recommendations can be considered still better as

those made with the technique [5].

In addition to keeping the advantages of the classical matrix

factorization, our technique provides additional advantages:

• While au, k and bk, i may take arbitrary real values in the clas-

sical matrix factorization, in our model au, k and bk, i are bound

to lie within the range [0, 1] .

• Unlike classical matrix factorization, here the values au, k and

bk, i have a understandable probabilistic interpretation:

• Latent factors represent groups of users who share the same

tastes in our system. In this way, the parameter K indicates

the number of such groups in our database.

• The value au, k represents the probability that user u belongs

to the group k of users. In this way, the following holds:

K∑
i=1

au,k = 1

• The value bi, k represents the probability that users in the

group k like item i.

• In order to get accurate predictions in the recommender sys-

tem, the parameter K is lower in our model than in the clas-

sical matrix factorization. Consequently, vectors �au and �bi have

a lower dimension in our model, involving more efficiency in

memory as well as more efficiency when performing opera-

tions with these vectors (when performing the learning phase

or when predicting if a user will like the item pu,i = �au · �bi).
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